
There's big goals for each day of the sprint

Example

LIGHTNING DEMOS

Audrey Brandon

Nina Jiyoun

⚡️ 1. MAP & SKETCH MAP & SKETCH ‣ DECIDE & STORYBOARD ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST ⚡️ 2. DECIDE & STORYBOARD MAP & SKETCH ‣ DECIDE & STORYBOARD ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST ⚡️ 3. PROTOTYPE ⚡️ 4. TEST

MAP & SKETCH
DECIDE & STORYBOARD

PROTOTYPE TEST

Notes  Ideas Crazy 8 Solution Sketch

⚡️ DESIGN SPRINT

RAISE for SEASPAR

1. Recreation Coordinator

Personalization TechnologyGames Independence

Map +

Target

This template was created by Steph Cruchon (Design Sprint Ltd), Jake Knapp, John Zeratsky, and Jackie Colburn.

The authors retain all rights, except for duplication and use in facilitation of remote design sprints.

Participant

Jiyoun

Participants (P) will receive

an email that has links for

zoom and game from RCs (if

game is not installed, then it

will lead participant to

download)

will click links and

open both zoom and

game

once RCs are allow

participants to get in,

the program starts

plays game. He/she

would see their game

app and reduced zoom

screen.

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Drawing of the

experience step 1

Drawing of the

experience step 2

Drawing of the

experience step 3

Catchy title

A solution sketch Solution sketches during "Art Museum"

45 min
- Add 3 sticky notes on an A4 (letter) sheet. 

- Draw on the stickies what the user sees: it could be a webpage, an experience, a video, etc.

- Each sticky note is a new step. Guide us through your experience. Focus on what is new and interesting.

- If necessary, you may add some side notes.

- Words are VERY important but ugly drawings are okay!

- Give it a catchy title

- Don't write your name, it has to be anonymous.

- Your solution must be self-explanatory because you will NOT be able to give us a sales pitch later

When you're finished with your Solution Sketch, paste it

into the art museum section for tomorrow.

Improve customer

experience

1. MAP & SKETCH

Introductions

Explain the sprint

Ask the Experts

How Might We

Long-Term Goal

Map

Sprint Questions

Target

2. DECIDE & STORYBOARD

Art Museum

Heat Map

Speed Critique

Straw Poll

Supervote

User Test Flow

Storyboard

3. PROTOTYPE

Pick the right tools

Divide and Conquer

Build the Prototype

Do a trial run

Finish the prototype

4. TEST

Customer Interviews

Taking Notes / Keeping Score

Wrap Up

AGENDA

Participant

1

9:00am

Photos of real

people doing the

activity

SCHEDULE

Highlight Reel

ASK THE EXPERTS + HOW MIGHT WE

In two years time, virtual

programming will be so

good that participants will

want it in conjunction with

in-person

In two years time...

In two years time SEASPAR

will have a wide selection of

programs that include

accessible games that

participants can choose

from.

In two years time SEASPAR

will provide amazing virtual

programs that include

accessible games that

participants can play

independently.

In two years time

SEASPAR will come up

with a product that

provide accessible fun

time to participants

In two years time...In two years time...

In two years time, SEASPAR

will provide engaging,

accessible programming that

enables participants to feel

independent.

LONG-TERM GOAL

Will participants have

the technology?

Will the participants

have a use for the

product after the

pandemic?

Will participants have

internet connection?

Will participants truly

be able to be

independent?

Can participants really

participate on their

own without

assistance?

Will the product still

hold up after a few

years?

Will parents sit down with

participants and help assist

them so they can be

successful in programs

independently.

Will product have simple

enough functions so

participants have no

trouble learn how to use

it?

Are participants able

to comprehend what

the recreation staff

teach them?

Can participants of

all disabilities

engage in the

programming?

Will participants

prefer in-person

programming?

Will participants be

able to set up easily?

Will our product be

successful in a

hybrid environment?

Will the app be easy

to use for

participants and

RCs?

Can participants use

the solution in

conjunction with their

assistive tech?

ART MUSEUM + SPEED CRITIQUE

THE FOUR-STEP SKETCH

SOLUTION SKETCHES

ORGANIZE HMWs 

5 min Be super optimistic. If everything goes perfectly from now till launch and

beyond, where will we be in 12-18 months?

Vote on the best long-term goal to align the team (1 vote per person)

5 min Be pessimistic: What could go wrong? Translate your fear into a yes/no question.

5 min
Straw poll is a non-binding vote to gauge the group's opinion. 

Each team member (but the Decider!) gets one or two votes.

1. Vote using MURAL's voting system, but afterward, record the results

with these big red dots. Briefly explain your vote to the group  (2 votes

per person)

STRAW POLL SUPERVOTE

15 min 
Review the data from interviews and observations. Capture How Might We notes when you hear something interesting. For example, How Might

We explain the security features to skeptical customers?

Vote on biggest risks (2 votes per person)

1. Vote on most promising questions, yellow  (8 votes/pp.)10 min
Great, you've captured A LOT of HMWs. Now it's time to prioritize. Select a maximum of 10 HMWs from your

board and paste them on this board in no particular order. With the rest of the team, organize these HMWs in

groups. As soon as you have a name for a group, create an orange label. One word should be enough. Like:

"Performances" "Sales" ... 2. Vote on most important theme, orange   (1 votes/pp.) discuss results.

10 min

30 min
Follow the Note-n-Map process: 

https://sprintstories.com/the-design-sprint-note-n-map-a9bf0ca88f51

Vote on the most important customer and one target moment. The

team can weigh in, but the Decider makes the call.

Example:

Example:

Doctor
Search for matching

trials

Discuss trial with

patient

Patient
Make appointment

through website
Appointment discuss

trial
Enroll Begin therapy

Gets approval from

Coordinator

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

HMW Review EMR

faster? (tip) Integrate most voted HMW on your Map

3 min per demo One at a time, show us inspiring products, services or experiences. Look outside of your industry or field.

Be visual: show websites, photos, videos... and tell us what is so cool about them. We'll capture standout ideas as screengrabs and paste them on your board.

20 min Get some sheets and paper, listen to quiet music

and write down everything what's on your mind

regarding the problem. Don't stop writing. Look at

the most voted HMW, the Map, the Lightning

demos... These notes are just for you, you won't

share with anyone. 

Follow the instructions in the book, but make this an “offline” activity

for your team. In other words, people should work on paper, and you

don’t need to sit there on Zoom while everyone sketches.

20 min Time to get visual. Try not to write anything but

doodle interesting ideas or solutions instead. 

Ugly is OK, no one will see this!

8 min This is stressful, but fun! 

- Fold a sheet of paper 4 times

- Unfold to make a grid with 8 boxes

- Quickly sketch 8 ideas in 8 minutes, one in each box. 

- You can try rapid variations of similar ideas. 

- Don't show it to anyone.

45 min This one will be shared with others, and you won't

be able to explain your concept so it has to be super

clear and self-explanatory. Each A4 (letter) sheet is

one potential solution to the Sprint Challenge.

USER TEST FLOW

15 min Individually: Think about the tests on Day 5, what are we going to show to our testers? in which order? 

Think about an open scene for the prototype: a fake news article? an ad on social media? 

Vote on best way to test your hypothesis (1 vote/pp.)

STORYBOARD

1:30
Take about 20 minutes to look at all the concepts silently. Create a heatmap by adding little green dots on ideas that you like.

You can vote for yours of course. There's no limit to the number of dots you can use.

After this first round, you and your team will discuss standout ideas in a structured way. 3-5 minutes per sketch. 

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS

TAKING NOTES  / KEEPING SCORE

1h The storyboard is the blueprint for your prototype. Don't forget an opening scene: How do customers normally encounter your product or service? 

Do you play any games online?

- What are they?

- Do you play with friends? How?

- What do you like about these games?

- What do you wish you could change?

TASK 1: WELCOME SCREEN

Can you describe what you see on this screen?

Based on what you see, what would your next action be?

- [Before they press the button to join] What do you think is

going to happen next?

TASK 2: WAITING FOR GAME TO START

What do you see on this page?

- Prompt: What are you supposed to do on this page?

- What do you think of this page?

What do you think will happen next?

TASK 3: 1ST ROUND OF 'THIS OR THAT'

What do you see on this page?

- Prompt: What are you supposed to do on this page?

- What do you think of this page?

What do you think will happen next?

TASK 4: GREAT ANSWER PAGE

Can you tell me what you see on this page?

- Prompt: what do you think is happening?

- How would you react if the wait was very long?

What do you think will happen next?

TASK 5: RESULTS PAGE

Can you tell me what you see on this page?

- Prompt: what do you think is happening?

- Do you notice the icons of the people? What do

you think they mean?

What do you think will happen next?

TASK 6: 2ND ROUND OF THIS OR THAT

What do you think of the experience of the game?

- What did you like?

What would you change?

Was it easy to choose the item you wanted?

Participant 1

WRAP UP

Way to go! You just completed a full Remote Design Sprint  🎉

1 - big fail 2 - not working 3 - somewhat neutral 4 - positive 5 - worked perfectly

Legend

5 min The Decider makes the ultimate decision about which solutions to

test. Whatever they choose, we will prototype!

Vote Decider only. Please explain your votes to the team and your

strategy about prototyping! 

60 min / test Interviewer shows the prototype to each customer, watches, asks questions, and listens. 

The Design Sprint can be an emotional ride A few ground rules

1. Trust the process (it works!)

2. Please show up on time (we have a tight schedule)

3. The sprint is about focus (no multitasking/email/news/social media please)

4. There will be plenty of breaks

5. Keep your video on as much as possible!

Ready? Let's go ⚡️

The sprint is a four-day process for answering critical

business questions through design, prototyping, and

testing ideas with customers. Developed by Jake Knapp

and John Zeratsky at Google Ventures, it’s a “greatest

hits” of business strategy, innovation, behavior science,

design thinking, and more—packaged into a battle-

tested process that any team can use.

Amzn

What's a Design Sprint?

30 min
Have each person fill out their own worksheet below. Then give everyone three minutes to share their Wrap Up with the group.

Let the Decider go last so they can summarize everything they heard and make a decision about what to do.

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

But it's also a lot of fun

⚡️ 0. SET THE STAGE

For details, check out thesprintbook.com/remote
Open link

Create a product that will help SEASPAR

participants and coordinators have fun.

⚡️ TEAM

2. Nina Keoborakot 3. Audrey Li

⚡️ EXPERTS

<4 listed here>

In two years time, SEASPAR will provide engaging, accessible virtual

programming that enables participants to feel independent.

The Prototype Mindset

- You can prototype anything

- Prototypes are disposable

- Build just enough to learn, but not more

- The prototype must appear real

Use this space to write text, collect images,

split up the work, whatever!

1

Participant

2

10:30am

2

Participant

3

12:30pm

3

Participant

4

2:00pm

4

Participant

5

3:30pm

5

Use the Design Sprint Scorecard

Or this board, which sticks closer to the original instructions in the book

Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

Name

What should we do next week?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #1]?

Your answer here

Do we need another Design Sprint? If so, what do we need to learn?

Your answer here

Can we reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #2]?

Your answer here

[Sprint question #3]?

Your answer here

EXPLAIN THE SPRINT

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE

Voltagecontrol

Previously generated insights

1:00pm-1:45pm 1:55pm-3:00pm 3:20pm-3:50pm 4:00pm-5:30pm

Airbnb Lemonade Lyft

Clear illustration of

the service on

homepage

Clear and impactful

titles 

Participant

Nina

Sees the app on the

app store and

downloads it

Profile setup

Notification that the

game is starting

soon, goes into

waiting room

Finishes playing the

game at social club.

Had a great time.

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Participant

Brandon

The participant gets

a link to the app from

an RC and

downloads it

The participant gets a

notification that the

game is starting and

opens the app

The participant is in

the game's waiting

room

The program ends and

the participant exits the

app having had a fun

and social time

What should we test with our customer to answer our questions?

Tester

Audrey

Opens the game app

on their ipad. Display

personalized/engaging

waiting room

First question, P will click

on their binary answer

option (represented by

visuals)

Sees group answer results and

the correct answer (get a

personalized Congratulations!

msg if got it right - i.e. Congrats,

Lucas!). REPEAT until game end

vote on next game

(will give RC input on

what P like), P leaves

What should we test with our participant to answer our questions?

4. Brandon Lawler 5. Jiyoun Jun

Participants and Families

<5 listed here>

SEASPAR Staff

Thursday Friday Saturday Monday

(Sunday's

off!)

1 2 3 4

DAY 1 DAY 2

DAY 3 DAY 4

SPRINT QUESTIONS

MAP & SKETCH ‣ DECIDE & STORYBOARD ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST MAP & SKETCH ‣ DECIDE & STORYBOARD ‣ PROTOTYPE ‣ TEST

These insights were created by the team after conducting research with participants and coordinators.

Insight

HMW make sure that

participants are able to

access the correct zoom

link for their programs?

HMW help

participants to be

connected to their

friends virtually?

Participants use a

range of technology

to participate in

programs. 

Due to the COVID-19

pandemic, participants can't

connect with their friends in

person and they don't

understand why.

Participants and families

make more mistakes while

using the technology

 required for virtual

programs.

It's not about the

activity, it's about

connecting with

friends.

Recreation

Coordinators make

programs personal

for the participants.

Participants have less

privacy and

independence from their

parents during virtural

programs.

Parents spend more time to

supporting their child

during virtual programs,

limiting their time for other

commitments.

Parents miss socializing

with other parents in

the SEASPAR

community.

Recreation

Coordinators have to

offload participant

support to parents.

Recreation Coordinators

accommodate participants

from a wide spectrum of

disabilities in their

programs.

Having

accountability for...

(i.e. Drum Circle -

learning together) 

Technology limits

RCs ability to help

them

They are prevented

from seeing their

friends today

SEASPAR participants

don't have enough

accessible games they

can play virtually

HMW help SEASPAR

participants have

enough accessible

games?

HMW provide RCs

enough technology

ability so they can

help participants

HMW help

participants

(virtually?) see their

friends more often?

HMW encourage participants

and their friends to hold each

other accountable for learning

during SEASPAR programs?

HMW recreate the

accountability

participants had for one

another in person to a

virtual setting?

HMW help RCs

create a wide variety

of programs?

HMW help RCs

further personalize

the programs to the

participants?

HMW keep or expand the

level of independence

participants have when

setting up a program?

HMW help RCs to

effectively assist

participants?

HMW accommodate

the program to

participants of varying

technology? 

HMW Insight HMW

RAISE for SEASPAR

Participant

Recreation

Coordinator

Discovery Learning

Using

Goal

Parent

Kim brings app to

planning session and

tells everyone about

it

Hears about the app

from RC / parent

Hears about the app

from RC / participant

Picture not available

The Lion King 1 1/2 (2004) DvD Menu

Walkthrough & Timon and Pumbaa's

Virtual Safari 1.5

I think this is my favorite walkthough I've done.

So for this Christmas, I not only made a

walkthrough of the movie you're watching

right now but I'm showing...

Youtube

DVD Games

DVD games are

interactive, easy to

set up, and have

simple controls

BuzzIn.live - The simple online

buzzer system!

Live

Buzzin.live

Easy setup to connect

several devices at

once. Cross-platform.

Works in browser.

TeamViewer: The Remote Desktop Software

TeamViewer teams up with Ubimax to digitalize

industrial workplaces by creating intelligent AR and

IoT solutions. Our joint vision: forging a global tech

leader from Europe.

Teamviewer

Teamviewer

Remote control other

people's computers

Bring great coffee to

new customers

online

Prompts: What questions do we want to answer in this sprint? To meet our long term goal, what has to be true? Imagine we traveled to the future and our project failed. What happened?

'Talk to me' technology

have products that help

communicate for person

with disabilities

Q: To reach new customers, what has to be true?

A: They have to trust our expertise

Q: How can we phrase that as a question?

Will customers trust our expertise?

DEMO 1

Fox Valley Special Recreation Association

DEMO 2

VR for People with Disabilities

DEMO 3

Send

sensory-

related items

(i.e. slime,

sand)

https://www.fvsra.org/virtual-recreation-

program-schedule

Give time for

answers,

animated word

cloud, can sync

with ppts

(interactive)

Move in VR w/o

moving IRL,

controller

position

adjustment,

hand tracking

Kahoot provides quiz

program that allow

users to click

options 

Talk to me Kahoot

DEMO 1

Accessible Games

DEMO 2

Accessibility Scanner

DEMO 3

JabTalk

Developer resources

for designing

accessible games,

resources for people

with disabilities to

design accessible

games

https://accessible.games/

Scans mobile apps

and checks for

accessibility (will

give suggestions on

how to make the

app more

accessible)

https://support.google.com/accessibility/android/answer/6376570?hl=en#:~:text=

%20Get%20started%20with%20Accessibility%20Scanner%20%201,change%20t

he%20thresholds%20that%20Scanner%20uses...%20More%20

Talker app with

customizable

categories and

words; compatible

with android

talkback settings

https://jabstone.com/

Accessible.Games - Home of

APX

At AbleGamers, we have helped

pioneer game accessibility from a

niche topic to a key design factor

that is on the minds of game

professionals. With increased

awareness of players with

disabilities as a key audience in the

gaming community, game

professionals are increasingly

asking us for new ...

Games

Accessibility scanner

Google

JABtalk is a free open source

Android speech communication

application designed to help

non-verbal children and adults

communicate.

Jabstone

Picture not available

WalkinVR - Virtual Reality

for People with Disability.

Players can adapt the

controllers' position and range

of motion to compensate their

limitations. This feature helps

players who are not able to

move their controllers to the

height or dept required by the

video game. Position adjustment

is useful when you cannot raise

hands like muscular ...

Walkinvrdriver

This area deals with accessibility

standard switches and

compatible gaming equipment.

Click on the images below for

more details on each controller

and from where you can

purchase these from. Please

feel free to e-mail for help on

anything that is unclear, or to

share new information. Switch ...

Oneswitch

user can place game

with only one button 

One Switch

accessible

HMW go about

providing more virtual

programs so participants

can see their friends?

HMW provide new

technology to help

support participants

during program.

HMW let participant

to reach out to their

friends easily?

HMW make

programs that

highlight friendship

over the activity?

HMW help participants

understand what is

happening with the

pandemic?

HMW help RCs to have

various resources so

they can generate idea

more

HMW make virtual

setup seamless?

HMW provide virtual

programs so parents

can socialize with

others.

HMW create virtual

programs that feel

similar and familiar to

in person programs?

HMW give parents

more time for them to

involve themselves in

their other

commitments?

HMW make a virtual

activity that the RCs

can set up for

participants?

HMW bond families

community among

SEASPAR

HMW make a program

more easily accessible

so that participants can

participate

independently.

HMW let participant

be independent

during virtual

programs

HMW help RCs keep

track of each participant

and get to know them

better?

HMW make

programs that

parents want to play

too?

HMW foster more

communication

between the RCs and

the participants?

HMW provide virtual

programs for SEASPAR

parents, while still

allowing participants to

be independent?

HMW provide

participant virtual

accessible game?

HMW create something

so that it is easier for

participants to

participate on their own.

Social

Poll Everywhere

Use the app successfully

in programs - teach

participants to use it on

their own

Use the app

independently -

without parents' or

RC's assistance

Participant uses the

app on their own --

have time for other

commitments

RAISE team gives

training / video

training / app

onboarding feature

Training session for

using the game ??

Explain the app to

participants

Start using the app

for the game

Provide technical

support

Set up all different

devices they need to

participate (computer,

waiting room, assistive

tech)

parent helps with

this

Enjoy the app / game

Walk away

HMW create

accessible games for

many individuals with

disabilities?

Rec staff planning

process

HMW make a program

more easily accessible

so that participants can

set up and participate

independently.

HMW provide new

technology to help

support participants

during program.

HMW keep or expand the

level of independence

participants have when

setting up a program?

HMW help SEASPAR

participants have

enough accessible

games?

How to use Poll

Everywhere in the

classroom

Youtube

Has testing

features for folks

w disabilities to

participate in

tests

Has design

principles /

patterns for

accessible

games

On mobile

Gives you actual

suggestions on

screenshots of

your app

Free
Customizable

categories

Educators | Talk To Me

Technologies

AAC in the classroom. Assistive

technology for SLPs and Special

Education Teachers.

Talktometechnologies

have to

manually

type in

words

32 Creative Loading

Animations That Are Worth

The Wait

47% of users expect a webpage

or an app to load in 2 seconds

or less. After 4 seconds, the

average user starts getting

frustrated and after 8 seconds,

they leave. In fact, a one second

delay in your site speed can

result in a 7% reduction in

customer conversions.

Digitalsynopsis

Simple

features

Games are

easy to

build

Interactions

are based on

color codes

and shapes

Customizable

questions,

adding

images

One button for

two interactions:

pressing it or not

pressing it

Animations

can be

utilized for

waiting rooms

Create games for

different devices

in mind (i.e.

different TV) -

finding the

common overlapc

Arrows in

common

Online buzzer

game: game

code --> mobile

device (only

need browser)

Uses it with her

grandma, can

share ID link and

then control her

grandma's cursor 

Move in VR

without

having the

ability to

move irl

Competitor

to kahoot

Has different

kinds of

questions you

can make than

on kahoot

Clickable

image -->

delivers result

to presenter

Integrates

with

microsoft

suite

SEASPAR Trivia

Customize bingo squares based on

theme

Customize congrats "reactions" to Bingo winner

(i.e. play Disney song, balloons on entire screen,

custom emoji reacts)

Product View, RC

Product View, Participant
Zoom View, All

Product View (Home?), RC

- RC will receive website link and code to give to

participants to join

- Every participant is automatically given a bingo card 

- RC will continuously hit bingo roll button (figure 3) until

someone gets BINGO, which will be displayed on the

Zoom shared screen (figure 5)

Customize bingo marker

(i.e. hearts, clovers)

Shuffle bingo card icons

(still same theme), so

participants can have a

new game board if

theirs is filled

- Participant will click if they received

BINGO

- Displayed as notification to the RC like

'raise hand' function on Zoom, as well

as on the participant's own view

RC enables winner to share their bingo

card on the screen

Displays the Bingo

square that was called

Zoom View, All

BINGO!

For participants to congratulate their

friends who get BINGO

In two years time, SEASPAR will provide engaging, accessible virtual

programming that enables participants to feel independent.

SPRINT GOAL

Can participants really participate on their own without assistance?

SPRINT QUESTIONS

Are participants able to comprehend what the recreation staff teach them?

Will our product be successful in a hybrid environment?

KH

KH

KH

Does this work with

zoom? Does it work

on its own?

Who customizes

the images? The

RC or the

participant?

Are there a select

number of images

they can choose

from or do they

upload their own?

How does the

app determine

which game the

participant will be

playing?

Does the RC

customize

the squares?

What happens when

there is more than one

BINGO winner at a

time? Would it show

multiple screens or

switch between the

winning cards?

Is the

screen

specific to

the user?

Will there be

a picture of

Pluto and

Scooby?

Can the

reactions be

customized? 

Does this

automatically

rotate/slide so all

participants are

accounted for?

Can the

answers

have

images?

How would the

participant enter

the game? Is it

through a code of

some sort?

Building off of above

q, would if the

participants don't

customize their own

picture? Is the

default shown? 

RCs can display the

question and decide

if they wish to skip

Participant has

binary options with

visuals + word

answers

Answers are

customizable 

RCs can see question

again and all participant

answers displayed in

stats format

Have a

congratulations page

after question is

answered

Home screen, enter

code? too complex for

some participants?

shapes?

Thinking of

background pic for

answer icons

Revamp: can still

customize or decorate

their A/B, not pics of

Pluto & Scooby

Participant clicks

answer, answer

would be displayed

to RC

Diagrams are flipped

Critique Notes

Lock screen

notification that

game is starting

Critique Notes

Different reactions

participants can

choose from

Waiting room is

personalized

(participant's name)

Can customize

binary answer icons

Results screen

displays data in

answer stats

Can play many

different games

RC will determine the

program preliminarily.

RC side - they can

create games

Both, can upload

their own + defaults

RC, in-game screens

customized by RC

Sprint logistic:

decide on

anonymous reveal

for next time

Key: different games,

same controls

Many different

BINGO themes

Customize bingo

squares and

congratulations

POV: displays bingo

square that was

called

Choose ones that

have been called

Shuffle option in

case they want a

new card

Bingo button when

they get BINGO

Send winner a

BINGO winner

reaction

On Zoom - BINGO

winner displayed on

Zoom screen

Yes

?

Reactions display

here

See participant

"gallery view" here

When there's many

participants, I was thinking:

can participants move the

participant faces (i.e. friends)

to be on the default gallery

view?

"Me" will navigate to

this screen

Initially displayed word

description, but

considering to have

images for the binary

options

Considering game w

Zoom? Top part is

game, screens are Z

Yes, user can scroll

down on reactions

section

Reactions will fade/

show up

Question in center,

binary answers

Notifications for host

Helps when they are

on mute and wish to

express their thoughts,

feelings

Is this i.e. Max's

screen and can

he choose the

answers?

AL

I believe we should prototype

this concept because BINGO

this sketch would help to

address relatively easy, visual,

and customizable

experiences.

JJ

BL

This part is interesting!

It would be fun to have

this part in our

prototype

I think we should prototype this

concept because BINGO seems to

be a pretty fast-paced game and

participants may not get the

recognition for winning that they

would want. I think this system would

be useful for them and the RCs.

NK

Feasibility -- interaction

of pressing the thing

they want to choose is

impotant

Finishes the game

and exit out both

Zoom and game

Plays "this or that"

game

Sees results from

friends

The participant starts to

play the game,

choosing between two

options for each

question

The participant sees

the answer results

for each question

P let into program via

zoom - say hey to

everyone

see friends joining
RC reminds everyone

to open the app

First question for "this

or that" appears

zoom is open on

desktop

SEASPARCADE is

opened on ipad

host on zoom shares

their screen of people

joining the waiting

room

Results appear on

screen

The participant

chooses between

option 1 or 2

host on zoom shares

their screen of same

results

Various positive

messages appear on

the screen response to

the participants' answer

this or that question

x2

Goes back to zoom

call and says

goodbye to friends

End social club

session

Great answer,

Patrick!

Friends joining:

BYE

FRIENDS

Open 

SEASPARCADE

Rory Joanna

Thanks for playing!

Madhavi

What do you want to see next week?

This or that

Would you rather

Ming Felicia Tanner

Trivia

Welcome to 

SEASPARCADE

ZOOM

ZOOM

Jai Gwen LanaChaseArmando Leo

SEASPAR

This is the Zoom Link

Already end....?

I can't wait for the next program!!

This is the app link

Welcome!

Waiting for the program to start...

to SEASPAR

http://thenounproject.com

The Noun Project
Icon Template

Reminders

Strokes

Try to keep strokes at 4px

Minimum stroke weight is 2px

For thicker strokes use even 
numbers: 6px, 8px etc.

Remember to expand strokes 
before saving as an SVG 

Size

Cannot be wider or taller than 

100px (artboard size)

Scale your icon to fill as much of 
the artboard as possible

Ungroup

If your design has more than one 
shape, make sure to ungroup

Save as

Save as .SVG and make sure 
“Use Artboards” is checked

100px

.SVG

Software tool: Figma

Product: host sees whats the participant sees

Do you prefer to see what everybody's elses

answers is? 

Maker: Jiyoun + Brandon and Audrey for support

Stitcher: Brandon

Writer & Asset Collector: Audrey

Interviewer: Nina & Brandon

Created with Figma

Figma

Prototype file

User Testing Script

Google

Game Time

Fake app names

This or That Your Choice Whether

Pick & TalkJoinUs
Options

Arcade
PickCade

Party PackA or B Party Time Party Palace

Choicepalooza
You Pick (or

U Pick)
Arcade Time Pick time

50/50

Uchoosit U Pick It
Recreation

Games

Recade RecPick

fifty/fifty

Not using

this

User Testing Script

Google

Task 7: Thanks for playing! (Quick Survey)

Can you tell me what you see on this page?

Prompt: what do you think you’re supposed to do?

What do you think will happen next?

Where does your answer go?

What did you think of this app?

What did you like?

Is there anywhere you got stuck?

What would you change?

Have you used an app like this before?

What is it?

What do you like about it?

Would you want help using it?

Would you be able to use this app at the same

time as zoom?

What would you do?

If you had a magic wand, how would you

make this app better?

Sport games

Soccer, skiing,

snowboarding, golf,

baseball, bowling

iPhone
play some of them

with her friends
word search

I love playing sports.

The challenge in the

different sports

Maybe on a bigger

screen

Issues with finding

the zoom chat

issue with switching

screen btw zoom

screen and

prototype

wasn't able to zoom

share screen

Circles, squares, and

triangles

welcome to fifty/fifty.

ready to start. join

"this or that?"

It'll go to the next

page

To start it. to join in

this or that. press on

join

I'm gonna go with

dancing

will see how to start

the game

reading off the screen.

waiting for friends to

join. reading off the

names. 

those are my friends

and the staff

SEASPAR

people that are

going to be part of

the game

chose one that you

like the most singing

or dancing

will go to the next

question

They are supposed

to press the dancing

It will go to that next

question [what

happens next?]

How would you react

if the wait was very

long? [I would get

very impatient]

great answer molly

you chose dancing

waiting for everyone

to answer

it doesnt say what to

do next

for other people that

is part of the game to

pick their answer [

Read the results

[what do you think icons

mean] they are the people

that chose singing and the

other people that chose

dancing

[is there any way that

you would make this

page better?] it looks

fine 

in a heartbeat i would

go with the volleyball. i

actually went to state

games with all those

friends of mine

the other one is

swimming

you chose volleyball.

waiting for ever

i know for a fact that

my friends would

chose volleyball

and i was right. i

won

It's kind of nice

having two choices

I don't think I have

anything to change

it's fun!

Did you think it was easy to choose one over the other?

[what did you like about it]

its kind of neat having two

choices and picking your

most favorite one over the

other one

Yes. Over the phone

it would be easy too

thanks for playing what

would you want to see

next? i would say this

or that

Thanks for playing,

what do you want to

see next? [what Molly

thinks will happen]c

what do you think you

would do on the pag?

chose between the

options.

I would say this or

that. 

You're supposed to

choose between this

or that, would you

rather, and trivia

what do you expect

after everyone

chooses one? to see

what they would

answer

where do you tihnk

your answer goes?

"see you next

program"

To see what they will

answer

[after you make chose

who do you thing will

see this] people who

plan the game

[who do you think will see all

of the answers and what will

they do with them?} to the

poeple that are playing the

game

[overall] can pick

among choices

It was kinda neat,

having to pick your

own choices

some of the stuff that

i picked had most of

my friends on it

Liked seeing the

picture of her

friends around the

answers

no [anything change]

No change needed not really stuck

not really

No

[tell me how you would join Drum

Circle normally] Use my laptop and

I'm going to the Zoom US, then

join meeting and then these Zoom

code numbers * shows Zoom link

itinerary of programs*

im not sure about

that one

overall thoughts on the game

Then I put in this big number

the meeting ID, then a different

screen will come on ("Welcome

to the Drum Circle") and you

just wait for the staff to come

on

[If Molly would be able to

use this game to like put

in answers at the same

time while using Zoom?]

if you walked her through it.

not sure how you would use

both at the same time. she

would have to open it on her

phone. do you want her to do

that now?

I think if someone walked her through

how she would get it on her phone. she

does have zoom US on her phone

already so it's just a matter of walking her

through it the first time to help her get on

it. wouldn't be any different aside from

seeing her friends on computer and on

the phone

[Notification of the

other game] yes they

do if you want it or

not

[if she sees a notification

on her phone] sometimes

ill press on the notification

and then start playing the

game.

[have you use the

game like this] No 

maybe the word

search. it's close

Alyce: i dont think youve ever

played anything like that. after

you picked what you like best

and you got to see which of

your friends picked dancing or

singing

after I chose the

answer, 

that was the whole

game, correct?

To make it large

[Alyce: yeah cuz you

would be playing it

only on your phone'

Alyce: if your friends

were on the phone

would you be able to

recognize them?

Molly: yeah

the game or idea is nice. I don't know how

challenging that would be. its to see what

your friends like. but it seems like it

should have something after that. even if

all the ones like singing, sing a song

together. or dance together. something to

follow up. it needs a little more than

just...do you agree? just picking what you

like like that.

Doesn't that happen sometimes in

your programs? Even in your

programs everyone's talking at the

same time when all the guys talk

then somebody else is trying to say

something then they get left out

You would almost need

a monitor to mute

everybody but one

person. so it wouldn't

be chaotic

 you said that everyone who picked the

same thing would be able to interact or talk

or something like that? to me it would be

pretty chaotic if you didn't have the self

discipline. you would almost have to have

a monitor I guess to say who should be

talking or else everyone will be talking

the idea of picking

something and finding out

what your friends like. it's

interesting to a point but

you need something to

follow up with it

"I would like to have

another zoom

meeting with all of

you (RAISE team)"

seeing pictures of

their friends is a

great connector? to

begin with

Yeah Idk that much about video

games, but I do know that people

can join games and several

people can play at the same time

and things like that. That may be

an option 

and some games if you get coins

or anything, you have a choice to

spend a dollar or something (of

course I need a credit card) or

watch free videos. I've been doing

lately instead of spending money. 

what do you do with the coins in

some of your games? you get

special rewards that would be

added to your game. Alyce" more

points? M: more points or uhm

points or it depends what game

youre doing.

A: one that you bought points for...she's pretty

adapted wtih Starbucks she knows how to

order from Starbucks and she has all of these

fancy drinks that she custom orders and she

puts more money on her phone thru her

credit card and when she goes to Sbucks

everything's been done ahead of time. She

uses her phone quite a bit, mors

she loves Starbucks and she had

Starbucks app on her phone and

she knows how to order fancy

drinks and put more money on

her card. she uses her phone

quite a bit

You can coins and if you don't have

enough of those then you go to a

different part. Then you have a choice to

watch a video for free or the ad...A: so if

you watch the vid, you get coins? I could

see this being very dangerous...That's

pretty smart on their part. 

Idea: coins/reward system

based on how many questions

a person answers. x pts/Q.

redeem avatars/ fun

backgrounds/colors/

animations

we got her rainbow

golf balls. not plain

or monotone

M: playing with a funny

looking penguin and improve

my golf game. A: Something

that she's really excited about

rather than playing with a

white ball

How did you learn all this?

Just learn it by yourself?

(Alyce) So you were able to

follow all the directions by

yourself? M: Yes

App called Golf King

Adding in that

customization

aspect to the

game

i went into the app store and i

was trying to find free games.

any free games that look

interesting to me that i was

able to press on it and it will

come up (downloaded it)

you were looking for free

games? but the golf is not

really a free game. the app is

free, but you have to watch

ads or pay for more balls so

it's not really free 

that can add up, if

multiple games operate

that way, before you

know it, you can spend

$50

how do they charge your credit card?

who has your number? (apple) so they

go through apple? apple charges you?

don't do that. it really, you're just

loosing money. its a way of gambling.

in this you just get points, not even

money

Wrap Up

especially when they

are advertised as free

games. i learned

something today

Do those games have notification?

Imagine we were really at game night with

everyone playing at the same time on zoom.

What would that experience be like?

It would be kinda hard,

you know talking to

them and playing at the

same time

[any other games you

would like to see

added to the app}

sports or music or art

[tell me why would it be

hard?] because i would

be on my phone and

talking to my friends

Extra questions

how did you find that app?

how does the coins + penguin golf balls, how

does that make it more fun for you?

Recordings

SEASPAR Design Sprint

User Testing Recordings

Molly + Alyce Sosnowski https://

depaul.zoom.us/rec/share/

1OBFdLPZy3JJAYnm4kL8fbAvEr

-

1aaa80CMcr6YExE6HrvlIR_nVW

pMiZ31lZOll Password: !=d44kLr

Megan Frey Matt Gorecki Emilie

+ Marie Donaldson

Google

No

"ooh okay"

it's a white iPhone with

the fifty fifty. it looks like I

am looking at an app if I

were to look on my

phone

Click the join this or

that

maybe a log in

option

pictures of staff or

participants

waiting for friends to

kion is that do you get

to invite your friends

to the game?

participants might

take it as that's who

are already in there

you get two options of if you

like to sing or dance more. i

like that it had participants

pictures in there. very

personalized for them

[would you change

anything] I dont think

so i think it looks

pretty good

do you see

participants having

any trouble with this

page? 

direction words - the font

bigger or bolder, but that

would be it. it's like simple

language and i think it's

pretty self explanatory.

at game night with power points,

the font is not big enough or bold.

just the chose the one you like the

most . because signing and

dancing are different colors it

stands out more

Will it just take you to

the next question? N:

Go ahead and choose

dancing.

oh okay

that's kind of cool. i would think

the next thin that happens if you

see everyone's answer. when it

says waiting then i would like to

see what everyone says

how do you think

participants would

act if the wait was

very long?

anything longer than

30-45 seconds

would be too long

if they can talk to

their friends while

playing, i think that

would be fine

oh that's really cool that you

got to see who chose

singing and dancing. you

can see who chose what.

that's cool

making the pictures

bigger, but other

than that it looks

really cool

i liked it. super interactive

that...without needing too

much technology or

parental assistance. 

if the participant was stuck

here what would you tell

them? to click on the picture

of the one you like best.

participants cant lift their

arms to click

some people use their

iphones but if on a

laptop some dont have

the fine motor skills to...

send link and click

on the link

a lot of participates

use their phones

while on zoom

They get a choice of what

they want to play next week,

that's really cool. At least

virtually they don't have a

say it's just kind of this like is

happening

It would be nice, but it depends

on the program. Like Game

Night takes a lot of prep

virtually but like stuff like...we

do karoke of songs they want

beforehand

there's a lot going on behind the

scenes. bc we're doing a lot of in

person and virtual programs, idk

if it'd be the same quality of

game if it was prepped the week

before.

if it was in person it

would be super easy for

them to have a choice.

it would be really cool

incorporate it somehow, if

not next week, sometime

during the program (two

times down the road)

I really like the color

scheme and the shapes in

the background. it is easy

to read, the white on

green.

except for the directions

ometimes were a little bit

small. very clear abt what

you're supposed to do on

that page.

the directions were very

clear about what you

were supposed to do

on that page

easy to direct someone

over the computer if

they get stuck on what

to do next

bolding the font and

making it bigger. that

would be the only

thing

how to make it more

engaging and interactive?]

depends on coordinator,

easily insert questions and

get to talk about it

gameshow music in

the background

personally my

friends and i will play

jack in the box

some participants

would be able to rock

that game and others,

not so well

getting to vote. you

know how everyone in

the game tries to put

their input in 

(2 truths and a lie) the lower

functioning participants, the

way their brains think, they

wouldn't be able to come up

with a lie

questions altered,

vote on favorite

the speed would have to be

cut down. move a lot

slower. some of the

questions would have to be

a lot more simplified

no abstract thinking.

simpler question like "if

you could change the

color of the trees what

color would you make

them?" 

technology is a

problem. figuring out

technology is not

easy

hard part of jackbox is

using your phone and

laptop and trying to

hook them up together

so if there was a way

to see your friends

and play the game,

that would be cool

would some participants

have issues using zoom

and phone at same time?

yeah i think that would be 

when share screen,

only few people can

be seen on the side

if you share screen

on laptop, would

they 

other app can be

user while using

zoom-Bridgit

it's good to know

that you can use

zoom while other

app is on

how many ppl have only 1

device to access programs?

40 to 50% of them. Or they

just use their phones. I see a

lot of ppl come in on their

phones or iPads

i would have to do it myself

before. that's; the hardest part is

that my laptop is HP and if

someone had an apple then i

don't know what they are looking

at or how to describe it to

participants

apple vs everyone

else

most SEASPAR ppl don't have

macbooks. Like Molly, when

we try to help her out w tech

probs, it's hard for us bc we

don't know what's she looking

at

i think so. parents are usually

pretty good. with cooking and

registered about ingredients list,

some family member is in the

kitchen. if there is some parental

assistance i think they would be

able to get it

do you think if participants

have two devices they will

have any problem two

devices at the same time?

I personally would break it out into

break out rooms (like we've done

before). Just bc game night is one of

the biggest one. Having 30 ppl in

the zoom chat can be dfficult for us,

esp. for peopl with sensory probs. 

everyone talking at the same time?

i would do breakout rooms, like

we have done before. game night

is one of the biggest ones. having

30+ people in a room woould be

too mcuh

you can talk about

the answers,

interacting

But then you can talk about it

(i.e. molly why did you choose

volleyball?) - i think the smaller

the room, the better because

it's easier to help them in 7 or 8

vs 30 

the smaller the room,

the better it would run.

if someone has

problems, easier to help

them

i think this would run

pretty well

Would the pic be assigned

to them or can they pick

their own? I think choosing

your own pic would be fun

for them, yeah that would

be cool

stuff that the host would

want more control over?

chose your own

picture would be

really fun for them

Yeah [additional approval process], I

think it'd be a fun touch for them or

for i.e. Molly - hey here's two pics u'd

get to choose from - which pic would

you want as your profile pic? Would

speed up the process of pciking the

picture too

additional approval

process just in case

two pictures you get

to pick from

two different games

without affecting

each other

power point games,

download a copy and can

see what the other

person in the breakout

rooms is doing on PPT

waiting for friends

(breakout room)

kicking people out?

maybe but i dont think

we have run into an

issue of a random

person joining

could we put a visual timer

on it? give them 30-45

seconds with a countdown

so they see how long they

have left to pick

While play game

(picking options)

waiting screen, if you

can see who is

answering then you

can pick next? (Nina)

timer is good for

people who take a

long time

list or pictures of

results? for RCs a list

would be nice

Result screen

RC's point of view

maximum 15 people

on one game

no break out rooms

in person

[hybrid - would that # change?]

Yes, minus covid yes. But with

covid we're only having 12 ppl in

person. In a normal world yeah

that # would go up, cuz then you

could have staff walking around to

help

each choice, visually could

tell which is which without

reading directions. clear of

what you are supposed to

click or do on this page

picking options

yeah i really like the

profile pic icons cuz

then they can see

their friends

mini survey what else change visually?

the simpler the

better, too much is

too distracting. less

words the better

options to undo

I play a typing game called

Nitro Type, it's rare though. It's

a practice typing with the

fastest WPM. It's pretty fun but

I'm not like a gamer by any

means

I like the green and the

shapes are great. I love

the shapes, it's like easy to

the point where you see

where to click.

So I click after I click join this or

that button. Maybe somewhere

to put youir name in to lyk if

there's gonna be multiple ppl

playing, how to identify yourself.

It's great you get

visuals of staff.

Maybe a way to go into kinda like how

Zoom works after a certain amt of

time, once everyone's ready to

join..main room or chat room style. I'm

not sure if you would be able to see

other ppl but maybe communicating

thru the game

sizing of the images

are good

tell you who clicks

what 

like the

encouragement

i'm assuming that once ppl click

on picture, u'll be prompted to

next screen . My initial thought is

that I really like the layout of this

one. Because you can clearly see

the answer here. 

you can see

everybody's picture 

i'm gonna go w

another question

and thn there would

be 2 options

being able to

differentiate the

colors is good

like the positive

reinforcement and

confirmation (i.e. you

chose volleyball)

once agian, those images are

pretty small. maybe if u kept

them the rectangle size.

obviously the circles are big

enough where you can tell which

one you chose

i thought it was great. i mean our

popular programs have to do with

- a lot show up for game night

where you bring your A and your

B. just wanting to socialize with

one another

they will get excited

for the next program

I like the direction 

Yeah i think w a lot of

them having virtual

experience - they've

been getting

accustomed to it. 

I think instead of having the

zoom, if there was a

possibility of having actual

live faces on there. ppl

would be able to answer

I think from a P POV since

they've been doing a lot of

virtual stuff, they're used to

clicking on it. It's straight to

the point, I like it. 

there is no other

options other than

join this or that

know what to expect.

you know who are

there

I like this because on

zoom you can't really

see the images

I'm assuming this is

what you go thru

when you create

your acct maybe

you got names and

profiles

[icons] i think they're

great. i just maybe for

someone with visual

impairments, they might

be on the smaller side

if there is more than

20 people, can you

swipe? yes!

awesome

[change]  adding last

initial (name)

you see the game

name on the top

only two options

clickable 

directions are

straight forward

majority would know

what to do in this

case

tell you next another

options to choose

whereas if there was a green

background and images as well, it

might blend for ppl with visual

impairment. So I like having just a

white background like that - it's

very pleasing to the eye

no right answer 

you will be prompt to

next screen

like the layout you

see clear you chose

what

M: what do u mean by long? are you

assuming an average? M, A: having done

virtual programs ik that a lot like we started

doing waiting room and a lot of participants

will hop on 5-10 min early (majority do this)

- i really don't see that as an issue apart

from some of oiur guys utilizing tech

there might be some

options knowing

where to click

you have one or the

other option 

ok to wait. no

problem

Go to another option

where there will be

another option to click

on more options 

i kind of said there would be

tallies. and i didn't know if they

would be at the end of afterwards

- you can sort of differentiate what

your friends have to say versus

the actual data

circles are small

don't know if there is

space or not 

relate to their

friends. they like to

see things 

so we have dances they're usually

20 to 30. our lower numbers are 5.

anywhere in bt 15 to 20 being the

highest [would be interested in

this - esp. if it's smthg new, a lot of

marketing for that] 

they like to try

something new. 15

for sure

[comm that someone got smthg wrong]

we've done a lot of trivia programs. for

example i did a ppt sports history

program, and i had you'd click and there

would be a or b. we have participants

bring in an A or a B - we'll send it out in

an email. 

trivia result : sport -

choose A or B to show

on screen. there was no

issues you have visual

result

several staff would be taking notes

on who got it wrong or right. we'll

straight up announce the right

answer and tell them who got

what wrong/right - there haven't

been any issues w that

but for some of our guys with cog

issues, they don't really grasp

comprehend very well so a lot of them

were guessing. for the most part they

were ok with it - straight up just tell them

what was right and what was wrong. a

lesson we have to learn is wrong/right

opinion on question with

certain answer like trivia 

you are still in the

same game direction

to choose one 

Like the picture

they love to see

themselves. i love that they

get to see tenselves. we

showed them a highlight

reel and they loved it.

there is no right or

wrong answer

we do constant contact, we did

weekly newsletters when we

couldn't be together either. and

they show you the click rate and

their own pics were the most

popular. might as well have been

celebs

nice and big

they understand 'waiting for

everyoby to answer'...being

the second one, they can

learn - it'll only get easier

from here 

result

like to have choices

for next program

they like to see

image of themselves

that aspect of seeing

what your friends are

into

great of them to see

their friends live time

i think it's easy to use, easy

enough where a lot of

participants would be able to

use it. 15 is just a guess.

potentially 30+ (that's our

high end) 

interaction is great

some of them still

need help

we have a couple games

where u need to have

several devices. i think that's

hard for some just bc of

depth perception and

technology

a lot of them would

be able to use it

respond on zoom

and see the results

i think if you could mute

somebody, preventing ppl

from saying answers.

there's a few that will yell

out the answers. 

parent will answer

for them in the

background

mute option before

the question and

when the results are

coming in 

discuss about the

result (interactive

piece has been very

important to me)

i really like that in

tandem idea for sure

ik one in particular would only use

one device. it seems as tho the

image if more ssteady than movign

around. so i'm assuming that they're

on laptops or tablets. if u got that,

then the option of using both

devices are high

other than the

visuals are small,

everything's good

in case of mistake:

pretty clear. only two

options

trivia, they will brush

off. they don't really

care if they got

wrong

conversation over

zoom would great

tell us difference

between other

games 

they love options 

we play a lot of this

or that and would

you rather 

be able to have

conversation over

this 

would absolutely be useful. there has been

programs and emails sent out where we

try to see where the most popular

programs are. i think this is quick and easy.

we've done some zooms where we put out

a questionnaire - we haven't done this in a

while. it's not a grueling process to find

emails

easy to access in the

app. and give good idea

which one is good for

them rather we

guessing them

like to see the

transition to see

what I chose

if we use this - would it

be a scheduled thing

or you can regularly

use?

that came to mind just bc our

programs are predetermined/

scheduled, this would be great bc

u know if ur playing the game/

limiting comments u just see who

likes what

sometimes we

have to limit the

conversation. 

maybe having an availability/where they

can semiconnect w their friends from

seaspar. that could be a good idea just

to have that option. get away from being

at home and having nothing to do bc u

can see all your friends faces

seeing what participants

have chosen in the past.

that could be an option

[more interactive] in tandem

w Zoom would be an option

- obv if they would be more

interactive. yeah i think it's

great.

some visuals they like.

maybe have some

videos within transition.

they like a lot of visual

stuff.

you can have some

video or transition,

visual staff as an

addition

majority of our

participants are able

to navigate smthg

like this

less than a 1/3 of our

participants have help from

their parents. i mean it's

simple enough where a

majority could use on their

own

waiting -RC perspactive

usually don't allow

them to join zoom

before the program

start

this would give us

total control over

i think having

jumbled voices - it

would be nice to

have a mute future

if there is an way to see

everyone through this

game, they don't need

zoom

if there was a way where

they could go in order - and

they can choose what they

want (that way you wouldn't

need multiple devices)

Yes, bowling, jigsaw

puzzles, word

puzzles

sees fifty/fifth name,

circles, ready to start

click on the little

button on the bottom

(was referring to

phone power button)

Names of...inches closer

to see screen...SEASPAR

friends, names are a little

small

Click on picture or

name [of friends] like

somebody she wants

to talk to or play with

Marie prompts Emilie

abt what she thinks

she would see/do on

this page

Another page - [be on

next page?]: more

pictures, same type but

diff pictures - kind of like

a choice (again)

Emilie expected this

screen

Marie: Like to know that?

Emilie: yes like to see

who chose singing and

who chose dancing

Needs assistance

from Marie 

size of the pictures

could be a little big

bigger

yes. very easy

would pick trivia

[play with friend or

individual?] play by

herself

Not a lot of the well

known games - we

don't have any of

those

She plays on her

iPad

[what do u like abt

them?]  fun, easy for her

to play, u can follow the

directions right? (M)

Bridgit will walk through for

Emilie

work on iphone

Bridgit explains

Participant about the

button to start the

game

[change?] it's fine

title: all good. know

what to do.

Photos are ok to see

Emilie would pick

one by clicking one

Sizing is ok, she can

read the text

Screen of

confirmation of your

answer it's clear-

Marie

more pictures of

activities and

people(?)

[icons] Could be a

little bit bigger

would choose the

name ( swimming)
she can totally

understand what's

going on

chose swimming,

bridgit explained that

the path is volleyball

explaining if it was a

real app - then she

would be able to

choose "swimming"

liked playing the

game, "it was fun"

pick one, get to play

next time. 

easy to understand,

play, pictures

Marie: so this would

be something

instead of Zoom?

Emilie uses phone,

computer, and iPad

size was a little too

small of some

pictures

liked the colors

not really

maybe somewhat 

similar to word game

game

cuz u can pick what

kind of game u want

to play

No. Would not need

help for sure.

M: like we're doing now?

so she would have

friends on one side and

game also at the same

time? 

[B: could use laptop

and phone @ same

time - would that be

possible?]

No she wouldn't be

able to do that, one

or the other (M)

no changes. just the

way it is

it';s a fun idea. i think emilie

would enjoy it. it's similar to

what they play now, that

would be fun for her to play

on her own device

could she play it

independently? outside

of Zoom program at

SEASPAR?

she would want to

play whenever she

feels like it
size of the lettering =

bigger

doesn't know abt the size/

contrast - some of her friends

have no vision, they might

need something more colorful

(for us - it was great and fun) 

Long Term Goal: In two years time, SEASPAR will provide engaging,

accessible virtual programming that enables participants to feel

independent.

Sprint Questions

Can participants really participate on their own without assistance?

Are participants able to comprehend what the recreation staff teach them?

Will our product be successful in a hybrid environment?

Yes

If RCs give them a

walkthrough, then

the participants can

use it on their own

App is self-

explanatory, easy

to navigate

(limited options on

the screen)

Conditional:

using one

screen vs two

screens

Matt and Megan

said it would be

easy to explain

this app to the

participants

RCs can lead a

conversation

based on the

results screen

Not sure,

we didn't

specifically

ask them

Might be difficult

to concentrate if

zoom is open at

the same time

We will

follow up on

this at a later

time

Remaining questions and to dos

HMW design so

that participants

can enjoy the

app with one

device only?

HMW more

easily guide

participants

through using

two devices

HMW

design the

RC's

workflow

Creation

workflow

Game

execution

workflow

Additional

features for

interactivity

Chat?

Maybe a way to go into kinda like how

Zoom works after a certain amt of time,

once everyone's ready to join..main

room or chat room style. I'm not sure if

you would be able to see other ppl but

maybe communicating thru the game -

MG

Profile

setup and

onboarding

Different

rooms and

multiple

games at

once

Support for 50+

people when

SEASPAR returns

to in-person

Success in a

hybrid

environment?

Design changes based on user testing feedback

Size of the

images

(participant

icons) on result

screen 

Size of the

name and add

initial of last

name on

waiting room

Interfaces:

with 1

device, 2

devices

Color scheme

needs to be

adjusted for

better contrast

Font size of

the directions

(this or that

screens)

Secondary

device view

Highlight

Reel

Long term

goal
Sprint qs

Research

informed

prototype

Next steps

Research

informed

prototype

Sprint

results

Wrap Up

10 11

It's good that their

last names aren't

there. everything is

confidential

just getting into the

game

ok, so game would

start

cell phone, fifty / fifty,

welcoming words

super cute, love all

the pictures and

waiting for friends

they would like their

picture bc it is

personalizing them

Cuz it says "ready to

play this or that", ig my

question would be kinda

like Zoom or is this its

own app?

have we already

done instructions? 

i guess next steps

would be giving

instructions for how

the game works

It would probably go to

the next question or

maybe it would pop up

to who did singing/

dancing

they would then pick

which they like. 

they would love the

personalized

comment

will show who picked

dancing and singing?

they would love to

listen to music while

they are waiting

just so they're not

bored

that;s super cute

the pictures are a little small, so

it'd be hard to see who chose

singing/dancing (for those who are

visually impaired, then it'd be hard

for them to see it) unless it's

expanded on a TV screen

their pictures would

represent who

picked what

I think we'll go on to

the next question

You are sitting and

waiting everyone to

answer

Would it be

personalized at the

top? for whoever is

playing? 

How do we know

when everybody's

done answering? 

could we play music

as a background?

or would we just give

them a specific amouint

of time for giving them

time to go to the next

one?

i like that there's

pictures with the

questions

I like that is all visual

It would be nice cuz

then they're in control

of what they would

wanna do next week

I like that they have

choice and they can

pick what they like

the fun part of trivia is

coming up with questions

we haven't done before,

researching + finding them 

would it tally to tell

you which one was

the most popular?

I like that it's very up

to date, what's

popular

Molly would be very

happy that is iPhone

Music (like I was

saying before) would

make this more

interactive

Is everybody able to

talk to each other? or

they would be muted

during playing game?

It would be cool if there was

confetti and movement,

congratulations on playing

the games (i.e. balloons)

Kahoot is for family

game night,

interactive with

family

we probably need to let

them know 'you will

need this or that in order

to participate the game'

they would need to use

mouse or if the

computer has touch

sensor, it would be easy

I think they would

understand, for Patrick, he

understand the pictures but I

don't know if he can hit the

picture to choose. he would

point out.

we have whiteboard.

we could totally do

this in hybrid setting. 

hybrid- they would

need a phone to play

in-person: we could

write on the whiteboard

but problem is who RCs

can categorize? 

only few participants

have cellphones

[which device would be

best for participants to

play this game?] Michelle

only have phone. 

some participants

are only access to

one device

RC's point of view

some times game night

program has big group.

would this app be use in

breakout room?

Can we use this for

30+ people?

breakout rooms at

the same time? 

some social clubs

could have multiple

people

that's rough. that is

hard on you guys.

We could adapt if it

was in person for

whiteboard

developing timeline

It is what it is we

understand

Link to video

Youtube

HMW help SEASPAR

participants have

enough accessible

games?

HMW help RCs

further personalize

the programs to the

participants?

HMW keep or expand the

level of independence

participants have when

setting up a program?

HMW provide new

technology to help

support participants

during program.

HMW let participant

to reach out to their

friends easily?

HMW make a program

more easily accessible

so that participants can

participate

independently.

HEY

FRIENDS

Recreation

Coordinators make

programs personal

for the participants.

Due to the COVID-19

pandemic, participants can't

connect with their friends in

person and they don't

understand why.

It's not about the

activity, it's about

connecting with

friends.

Participants have less

privacy and

independence from their

parents during virtural

programs.

Recreation

Coordinators have to

offload participant

support to parents.

Participants use a

range of technology

to participate in

programs. 

Nina

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4

https://design-sprint.com?remote-template
https://www.jackiecolburn.com/
https://amzn.to/2xdb6MM
https://www.thesprintbook.com/remote
https://voltagecontrol.com/blog/the-voltage-control-design-sprint-scorecard/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HgZMBig3_E
https://buzzin.live/
https://www.teamviewer.com/en-us/
https://accessible.games/
https://support.google.com/accessibility/android/answer/6376570?hl=en#:~:text=%20Get%20started%20with%20Accessibility%20Scanner%20%201,change%20the%20thresholds%20that%20Scanner%20uses...%20More%20
https://jabstone.com/
https://www.walkinvrdriver.com/#howitworks
http://www.oneswitch.org.uk/art.php?id=86
https://www.polleverywhere.com/k12-student-response-system
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b22EYuqRKHk
https://www.talktometechnologies.com/pages/educators
https://digitalsynopsis.com/design/loading-animations-preloader-gifs-ui-ux-effects/
https://www.figma.com/file/lbo1PjcFWS0HutHmBAaEjv/Untitled?node-id=1%3A2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19fRBY-XgheumO465fXVpsLlCc_5RgfTSuGukklTSWSc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19fRBY-XgheumO465fXVpsLlCc_5RgfTSuGukklTSWSc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ni1ljXzwkUu_kCBdvtTJGuLtYKBPX6vKbQjfQcE85bs/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfBJY9HKh2E

